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Abstract

Compound Aircraft Transport (CAT) flight in-
volves two or more aircraft using the resources of
each other; a symbiotic relationship exists consist-
ing of a host, the mothership aircraft and a parasite,
the hitchhiker aircraft. Wingtip-docked flight is just
as its name implies; the two aircraft are connected
wingtip-to-wingtip. Formation flight describes mul-
tiple aircraft or flying objects that maintain a pat-
tern or shape in the air. There are large aerody-
namic advantages in CAT flight. Wingtip-docked
flight increases the total span of the aircraft system,
and formation flight utilizes the upwash from the
trailing wingtip vortex of the lead aircraft to reduce
the energy necessary to achieve and/or maintain a
specific flight goal for the system.

The Stability Wind Tunnel at Virginia Tech, com-
putational aerodynamic analysis with the vortex lat-
tice method (VLM), and a desktop aircraft model
were used to study questions of the best location
for a hitchhiker aircraft in a CAT system. Wind
tunnel tests implemented a 1/32 scale F-84E model
(hitchhiker) and an outboard wing portion repre-
senting the B-36 (mothership). These models were
chosen to simulate flight tests of an actual wingtip-
docked project, Tom Tom, in the 1950s. The wind
tunnel test included a broad range of hitchhiker lo-
cations: varying spanwise gap distance, longitudinal
or streamwise distance, and vertical location (above
or below wing) with respect to a B-36-like wing. The
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data showed very little change in the aerodynamic
forces of the mothership, and possibilities of large
benefits in lift and drag for the hitchhiker when lo-
cated slightly aft and inboard with respect to the
mothership. Three CAT flight configurations were
highlighted: wingtip-docked, close formation, and
towed formation. The wingtip-docked configuration
had a 20–40% performance benefit for the hitchhiker
compared to solo flight. The close-formation config-
uration had L/D performance benefits for the hitch-
hiker approximately 10 times that of solo flight, and
the towed formation was approximately 8 times bet-
ter than solo flight.

The VLM analysis completed and reinforced the
experimental wind tunnel data. A modified VLM
program (VLM CAT) incorporated multiple aircraft
in various locations as well as additional calculations
for induced drag. VLM CAT results clearly followed
the trends seen in the wind tunnel data, but since
this VLM implementation did not model the fuse-
lage, and assumed a flat wake, and is an inviscid
computation it did not predict the large benefits or
excursions as seen in the wind tunnel data. Increases
in L/D performance for the hitchhiker in VLM CAT
were on the order of 3 to 4 times that of the hitch-
hiker in solo flight, while the wind tunnel study saw
up to 10 times that of solo flight. VLM CAT is a
valuable tool in supplying quick analysis of position
and planform effects in CAT flight.

The aerodynamic results presented in this study
have determined some important parameters in the
location of a hitchhiker with respect to a mothership.
The largest aerodynamic benefits are seen when the
hitchhiker wingtip is slightly aft, inboard and below
the wingtip of the mothership.
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Wind Tunnel Tests

Wind tunnel tests were conducted using models
representing the aircraft and conditions in the Tom
Tom Project of the 1950’s123. The goal was to mea-
sure forces and the moments on two models rep-
resenting the mothership (MS) and the hitchhiker
(HH), and to record flow visualization of the trailing
vortex interaction. The models were a retail-bought
1/32 scale F-84E, Thunderstreak, for the hitchhiker
and an in-house manufactured composite wing to
represent the outboard wing-section of the B-36,
Peacemaker, the transport wing, for the mothership.

Experimental Setup

The tests were conducted in the Stability Wind
Tunnel of Virginia Tech with a test section 6’ X 6’
X 24’. The swept-wing F-84 and transport wing
configuration was setup vertically in the test section
using the tunnel floor as a plane of symmetry. 1 is
an example of the general test setup. Representing
only the outer portion of the B-36 wing (transport
wing) minimized construction time and allowed for
a higher Reynolds number. Also, boundary layer
trip strips were adhered to each lifting surface, thus
ensuring a simulation of a reasonable flight Reynolds
number.

 

Flow Direction 

F-84E 

Transport Wing 

Axis of Symmetry 

Figure 1: Wind Tunnel Testing Setup

The F-84 model with an internal sting balance was
mounted on a traverse mechanism that is mobilized
by a stepper motor and has vertical and horizontal

motion in a cross-sectional plane perpendicular to
the streamwise flow.

Table 1 gives a comparison of the full-scale and
sub-scale wind tunnel models. The swept-wing vari-
ant 1/32 scale F-84E has a wing span of 12.5 inches.
The Tom Tom Project of the 1950s employed an F-
84F; the F-84E is only differentiated from the F-84F
by the propulsive changes not geometric changes.

The transport wing (TW) model was built specifi-
cally for these tests. It had comparable B-36-to-F-84
ratios of tipchord, and a similar leading edge sweep
and wingtip airfoil shape of the B-36. The

Table 1: Comparison of Wind Tunnel Model Scale
to Actual Scale

TW B-36 F-84E Model F-84F
ctip 5.0 in 21.0 ft 2.4 in 6.25 ft
AR 4.0 11.1 4.26 4.72
ΛLE 15.o 15.o6.5′ 45.o 45.o

Airfoil 63–4201 63(420)–5171 HSL2 HSL2

instrumentation setup and data acquisition system
is described in Magill4.

Coordinate System

The orthogonal coordinate system (x, y, and z)
used in testing was nondimensionalized by the aver-
age chord of the F-84E model (cave = croot+ctip

2 =
2.94 inches). The nondimensional coordinate system
was defined with Greek notation, (ξ, η, ζ).

The angle of attack, α, roll, φ, and sideslip angle,
β, followed the standard aircraft definition for these
angles throughout this study. Figure 2 shows the co-
ordinate system and angle definitions, respectively.

Experimental Procedures Conditions and
Configurations

The testing consisted of force and moment mea-
surements focusing on the changes seen by the F-84
model, and flow visualization of the trailing vortex
interaction between the F-84 and transport wing.
All measurements were taken at a tunnel dynamic
pressure, q = 4.5 inches of water (∼ 100 mph), and
all flow visualization was performed at a lower tun-
nel speed, q = 1.5 inches of water so as not to lose
the tufts.

The CAT configurations were tested at various an-
gle of attack and sideslip angle combinations. The

1NACA Airfoil
2High Speed Laminar Airfoil
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Figure 2: Wind Tunnel Angle and Orthogonal
Coordinates, for Wind Tunnel Configuration One:
Wingtip-Docked CAT Flight

angles chosen were constrained by the mechanical
setup seen in the left of Figure 2, that were approx-
imately -6, -4, 0, +4, +6 degrees for angle of attack
and +9, +2.5, 0, -2.5, 9 degrees for sideslip angle.
The angle of attack was measured with respect to the
F-84 fuselage centerline or longitudinal plane of sym-
metry referenced to the tunnel walls, and sideslip an-
gle was measured with respect to the F-84 or lateral
plane of symmetry referenced to the tunnel floor.
Due to the difficultly in accurately measuring angle
of attack, measured CL is employed as a distinguish-
ing reference condition for all configurations. The
testing consisted of a broad scope of parameters and
configurations that relied on the flow visualization
to define the areas of importance. Only three of the
six configurations are presented here for comparison
to the computational analysis; for data at other con-
figurations see Magill4.

Configuration One: Wingtip-Docked CAT
Flight The first test configuration started with the
origin or zero location of the F-84-wingtip-quarter-
chord to transport-wingtip-quarter-chord. The F-
84 was moved in the negative ζ-direction, which is
below the transport wing, and in the negative η-
direction, which is toward the transport wingtip as
if coming up and in for docking. The η× ζ grid was
2×1 inches square. The angle of attack and sideslip
variations were approximately -4, 0, +4 degrees and
0, -2.5, -9 degrees, respectively. α variation corre-
sponds to a CL = -0.03, 0.48, 0.98, respectively.

Configuration Two: Close Formation CAT Flight

The second test configuration was set up with one
transport wing chordlength (5.0 inches) separation
between the trailing edge of the TW and the leading
edge of the F-84 model (ξ = 3.0). This was termed
close formation flight, because the hitchhiker takes
advantage of the mothership trailing vortex upwash
while still maintaining the possibility of being rigidly
connected to the mothership. This arrangement can
also utilize the energy savings of docked or carried
flight by flying at conditions of minimal power: en-
gines off or ideal. The tests employed the same pitch
and yaw combinations as the first test configuration,
and the zero location was in the F-84 model wingtip-
to-transport wingtip plane as seen in Figure 3. This
is the same zero-plane as that in configuration one.
The F-84 was now capable of moving inboard of the
transport wingtip one inch, and the grid was also
expanded to include positive ζ. The η × ζ grid was
2× 4 inches square.

X, ξξ

Y, ηη

Z, ζζ

Figure 3: Testing f : Close Formation CAT Flight
(No flow: tufts hanging down)

Configuration Five: Towed Formation CAT
Flight The fifth test configuration attempted to
simulate towed formation flight by moving the nose
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of the F-84 back 15 inches or ξ = 10.0 (three
chordlengths of the transport wing) from the trailing
edge of the transport wing. In this configuration,
the hitchhiker could be connected to the mother-
ship by a tether or unconnected maintaining flight in
the mothership trailing vortex manually or through
automation. A traverse was made though the flow
field in the plane perpendicular to the free-stream or
ξ − ζ plane, the F-84 nose in-plane with the trans-
port wingtip, recording force and moment measure-
ments, as well as flow visualization. Figure 4 shows
the setup.

X, ξξ

Y, ηη

Z, ζζ

Figure 4: Testing Configuration Five: Towed For-
mation CAT Flight (No flow: tufts hanging down)

Wind Tunnel Results

The data for the F-84 model at an approximately
zero degree sideslip and angle of attack is presented
in this section, and complementary data for other
sideslip angles is located in Magill4.

The plots show data in terms of standard nondi-
mensional aerodynamic coefficients based on the
free-stream conditions and planform geometry of
the F-84 model for lift (CL), drag (CD), rolling
moment(Cl), and lift-to-drag ((L/D)/(L/D)solo) ra-
tio versus spanwise location, η, of the F-84 model for
several vertical locations above and below the trans-
port wing, ζ. ()solo denotes a value for the F-84
model (or transport wing) when the two models are
far removed, from each. Each vertical or ζ position
has a symbol that is constant for all the plotted wind
tunnel data. For example when the F-84 model and
transport wing are in the spanwise-plane, this is the
zero ζ location represented with the ∗’s. If the F-84
model is above the transport wing, then ζ is positive
above and is negative below. For a positive ζ, the

symbols are open, and for negative ζ, the symbols
are closed, but the symbol for the absolute value of
ζ is the same.

The data is best analyzed through the lift-to-drag
ratio. Lift and drag are coupled in determining max-
imum aerodynamic performance. Viewing only one
as a benefit determiner, while the other may be sub-
ject to adverse effects, leads to an inaccurate study
of the system. A comparison between the aircraft in
solo flight to the aircraft in CAT flight is important
in determining the overall benefits of CAT flight,
therefore a lift-to-drag ratio between CAT and solo
flight is defined, (L/D)/(L/D)solo. L/D without a
subscript represents the ratio for the configuration
tested. The solo values were determined through
asymptotic estimation as the F-84 model is moved
away from the transport wing, and are L/D ≈ 18,
and CL ≈ 0.49 for the F-84 model.

Rolling moment coefficient is also presented be-
cause of control surface deflection limitations in
maintaining level or trimmed flight in a strong vor-
tex field.

Flow Visualization

The interesting thing to note in the flow visualiza-
tion videos is how the smaller trailing vortex from
the F-84 is sucked into the more powerful vortex of
the transport wing, which appears to be unaffected
by the smaller aircraft. The left (farside) wingtip
vortex of the F-84 model generally did not appear
to be affected by the transport wingtip vortex in
any configuration. A more detailed description of
this data is presented in Magill4.

Configuration One: Wingtip-Docked CAT Flight

The arrangement is shown in Figure 2 and again
the results are presented in terms of forces and mo-
ments on the F-84 model versus spanwise distance,
η, for several vertical locations above and below the
transport wing, ζ. Figures 5 through 8 give the data
for lift, drag, and rolling moment coefficient as well
as the (L/D)/(L/D)solo ratio defined previously.

In Figure 5, the F-84 closes the spanwise dis-
tance between it and the transport wingtip from an
η = 0.68 to an η = 0.0 (η = 0.0 being a wingtip-
docked position). The lift first increases gradually
and then more rapidly beginning at an η ≈ 0.3 and
CL ≈ 0.55. At η = 0.0 the span between the F-
84 and transport wing would be continuous, and
that, as theory predicts, is the point of maximum
lift, CLmax

≈ 0.59. Figure 5 also shows data for
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Figure 5: CL vs. η, Spanwise Distance for Configu-
ration One

several vertical locations, ζ, of the F-84 model with
respect to the transport wing. A hitchhiker aircraft
docking to a mothership would approach from below,
so to simulate this docking procedure only the verti-
cal positions of the F-84 model below the transport
wing, −ζ, were tested. The ∗’s represent the zero
vertical location where the F-84 model and trans-
port wing are in the same spanwise-plane, ζ = 0.0.
The data for all vertical locations follows the same
general trend established by the ζ = 0.0 location.
The crosses represent the data for the F-84 at a ver-
tical location of ζ = −0.26, only 26% of the F-84
model average chord (2.94 inches). This relatively
small negative ζ value yields an overall increase in
lift compared to the other ζ positions.
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Figure 6: CD vs. η, Spanwise Distance for Configu-
ration One

The drag data in Figure 6 is quite invariant as the

F-84 model moves from η = 0.68 to η = 0.0, clos-
ing in on the transport wing for a docked position.
The drag of the F-84 model is banded averaging ap-
proximately CD ≈ 0.27. There is no vertical, ζ, or
spanwise η location of distinguishable advantage in
consistently minimizing drag.
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Figure 7: Cl vs. η, Spanwise Distance for Configu-
ration One

The magnitude of rolling moment in Figure 7 in-
creases as the F-84 moves spanwise in to a docked
position. This should be intuitive to the reader due
to the clockwise rotation for the left wingtip vor-
tex of the transport wing. The air flow must cir-
culate from the high pressure region (lower surface)
to the low pressure region (upper surface), thus an
upwash is hitting the inboard wing (or right wing)
of the F-84 model. The changes in rolling moment
occur quicker than the changes in lift in Figure 5.
But like the variation in lift, the magnitude of the
rolling moment begins to increase very rapidly ap-
proximately an η = 0.3 and Cl ≈ −0.013. Also
like the lift data in Figure 5, the +’s that corre-
spond to a vertical position, ζ = −0.26, of the F-84
model below the transport wing have the greatest
increase in roll. The data for the two vertical posi-
tions furthest below the transport wing, the crosses,
ζ = −0.26, and the triangles, ζ = −0.34, deviate
from the general path at an η ≈ −0.1. The rolling
moment data decreases in magnitude for those two
points. Perhaps the right wing of the F-84 model
is coming into contact with the downwash of the
transport wingtip vortex or is moving out of the in-
fluence region. The maximum rolling moment seen
is at an η ≈ 0.0, wingtips aligned, Cl = −0.025. The
negative sense of rolling moment variation is based
on the standard aircraft coordinate system; the up-
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wash of the transport wingtip vortex is impacting
the inboard or right wing of the F-84 model, thus the
F-84 is rolling counterclockwise (left wingtip down)
and that is defined as negative rolling moment. The
trends in magnitude between lift and rolling moment
coincide, but though increases in lift are beneficial,
the increases in rolling moment are not. It is the
zero vertical position for the F-84 model, the ∗’s,
ζ = 0.0, that shows the least variation in rolling mo-
ment compared to the non-zero vertical positions.
Ideally, rolling moment should equal zero far away,
where a trimmed flight condition exists. If the air-
craft could not be trimmed (i.e. not deflect the con-
trol surfaces enough), the pilot might lose control
or become fatigued trying to stay straight and level.
So, the large benefits in lift for a docked position as
seen in Figure 5 may not be reasonable to achieve,
because of the difficulty to maintain trimmed flight.
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Figure 8: L/D vs. η, Spanwise Distance for Config-
uration One

Figure 8 plots the L/D data for the F-84 model
as a ratio to the solo value of L/D. Since the drag
is fairly constant in Figure 6, and the lift increases
as the F-84 moves toward the transport wingtip in
Figure 5, the increase of L/D in Figure 8 is logical.
The L/D data shows no distinguishing advantage
in a vertical position, ζ, for the F-84 model. The
zero vertical position, the ∗’s, ζ = 0.0, at η = 0.0
or wingtips-docked has the highest (L/D)/(L/D)solo

value at≈ 1.45. As mentioned earlier, L/D is viewed
as the determining flight performance parameter,
thus Figure 8 is the most important in determining
the benefits of this flight configuration compared to
solo flight. This benefit for wingtip-docked flight is
shown as an approximate 20%–40% increase in per-

formance.

Configuration Two: Close Formation CAT Flight

For this configuration the F-84 model is moved
downstream slightly to an ξ = 3.0 as in Figure 3.
Figures 9 through 12 give the data for this config-
uration, and it is presented like the data for Con-
figuration One, previously; lift, drag, roll and L/D,
plotted versus the spanwise gap, η, between the F-84
model and the transport wing for various locations of
the F-84 model above and below the transport wing.
For clarity, the location of the wingtip-to-wingtip
plane is highlighted by a bold line along the vertical
axis at η = 0.0. The vertical positions above and
below the transport wing, ζ, cover a broader range
than that for Configuration One, now including pos-
itive values of ζ with the F-84 model moving above
the transport wing. Positive values of ζ are repre-
sented as open symbols, while the mirrored negative
ζ values are represented as a closed symbol.
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Figure 9: CL vs. η, Spanwise Distance for Configu-
ration Two

The lift data in Figure 9 increases as the F-84
is moved in and continues to increase as the F-
84 wingtip moves inboard of the transport wingtip,
−η. The lowest η value is -0.34, 34% of the aver-
age chord for the F-84 model, only 8% of the F-84
span and 5% of the transport wing span. This is
a relatively small distance. A position for the F-
84 model wingtip slightly inboard of the transport
wingtip means that more of the F-84 is enveloped in
the upwash of the transport wing; it is well known
that the core of a wingtip vortex rolls-up slightly in-
board of the wingtip. If the F-84 moves further in-
board of the transport wingtip, the downwash would
begin to contribute negatively to the lift of the F-84.
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This switch to a downwash region is evident in Fig-
ure 9 with the introduction of a levelling-off or peak
in the lift at η ≈ −0.2.

The variation in lift for different vertical loca-
tions, ζ, fans out as the F-84 model nears the trans-
port wingtip and continues to do so inboard of the
wingtip. The fanning or spreading out of the lift
data for η < 0.25 can be attributed to the F-84 con-
tact with the transport wingtip vortex, which has
begun to diffuse radially. A radial diffusion would
create a larger region of influence for the transport
wingtip vortex to act on the F-84, thus the fanned
out lift data compared to the wingtip-docked lift
data. This fanning pattern is carried throughout
the close formation data.

The lift data for η = ζ = 0.0 in Figure 9 is more
or less identical corresponding to the wingtip-docked
configuration (ξ = 0.0) in Figure 5. Compare the ∗’s
in Figure 9 at the wingtip-to-wingtip point, η = 0.0,
(the bold vertical line) with the red ∗’s in Figure 5 at
the far left. Also examine, η = 0.0. The lift values
are, for all practical purposes, equal, CL ≈ 0.60 on
Figure 5, and CL ≈ 0.59 on Figure 9. Thus, the
lift appears invariant with respect to longitudinal or
stagger position.
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Figure 10: CD vs. η, Spanwise Distance for Config-
uration Two

In Figure 10, the drag data, for the F-84 in Config-
uration Two or close formation is presented. Com-
pared to Figure 6 for the wingtip-docked configura-
tion, ξ = 0.0, the overall drag has decreased. All
data in Figure10 is less than CD ≈ 0.02, and in Fig-
ure 6 the drag data is banded between CD = 0.03
and CD = 0.02. The maximum for drag in Figure
10 is for a spanwise location for the F-84 at about
η = 0.5 and CD = 0.02, while the minimum is at

η = −0.34 and CD ≈ 0.005, very near zero. Upwash
can cause a negative induced drag or positive thrust,
thus at some point CD = 0.

Whether, in general, above or below the transport
wing is more beneficial in drag for the F-84 is not as
clear as that for the lift data for Configuration Two.
The vertical position data is clustered until the F-84
wingtip passes the transport wingtip, η = 0.0 (the
bold vertical line), and then clearly the ∗’s and ©’s
depart and decrease rapidly. Referring to the legend
in Figure 10, the ∗’s are at a zero vertical position
for the F-84 model, ζ = 0.0, and the ©’s are at a
vertical position for the F-84 model slightly above
the transport wing, ζ = 0.17. Perhaps also worthy
of note, the next best vertical position for the F-
84 is the mirror of the ©’s, the closed circles. A
conclusion could be drawn that a slightly off-center
location for the F-84 is best in terms of drag for close
formation flight.
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Figure 11: Cl vs. η, Spanwise Distance for Configu-
ration Two

In Figure 11, the trend in rolling moment for
the F-84 wingtip outboard of the transport wingtip,
η > 0.0, appears to be similar to that for the
wingtip-docked configuration in Figure 7. For both
configurations, the magnitude of the rolling moment
at the furthest right spanwise position, η = 0.68, is
Cl ≈ 0.005 increasing as the F-84 model moves to-
ward the transport wing. There is a short continua-
tion of the increasing rolling moment to a maximum
magnitude of Cl ≈ 0.027 and then a decrease or roll
reversal tending towards zero. As the F-84 wingtip
moves inboard of the transport wingtip, it begins to
become subject to the downwash. This would cause
the F-84 to roll in the opposite direction, thus the
roll data follows the levelling-off or peak in the lift
data, Figure 9.
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The best vertical position, ζ, for the rolling mo-
ment data is furthest away from the transport wing
and the disturbances of her wingtip vortex. The
best rolling moment value would be zero for trimmed
flight, thus expending no extra energy in control sur-
face deflections. The maximum rolling moment is at
the vertical position of zero, ζ = 0.0, and the magni-
tude of rolling moment decreases consistently with
increasing vertical separation; following η = 0.0, the
∗’s, for ζ = ±0.17 are the ©’s for ζ = ±0.34, and
then the 4’s, and so forth.

The lift and roll data from both Configurations
One and Two show a trade-off in flight performance
benefits for the F-84 model. To have benefits in lift,
the F-84 needs to be close to the transport wingtip
vortex, but the least penalty in the rolling moment
is to be far away from that vortex.
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Figure 12: L/D vs. η, Spanwise Distance for Con-
figuration Two

In Figure 12, the L/D data is presented as a ra-
tio, as previously, to the solo L/D value for the
F-84. This is plotted versus spanwise separation,
η between the F-84 and the fixed transport wing.
Compared to the wingtip-docked data in Figure 8,
this data for close formation is dramatically more
beneficial. As the F-84 moves toward the trans-
port wing, η > 0.0, the data varies little compared
to the variation of the data inboard of the trans-
port wingtip, η < 0.0. Focusing first on the L/D
data for the F-84 model outboard of the transport
wingtip, η > 0.0 or to the right of the bold ver-
tical line, it shows two to three times increase in
flight performance compared to that of the wingtip-
docked in Figure 8. At the wingtip-docked plane,
η = 0.0, the zero vertical position represented by
the ∗’s, ζ = 0.0, (L/D)/(L/D)solo ≈ 4.0 this cor-

responds to a 400% increase in flight performance
from solo flight of the F-84. As the F-84 wingtip
passes inboard of the transport wingtip, η = 0.0,
the majority of the data asymptotically approaches
the (L/D)/(L/D)solo value seen at the wingtip-to-
wingtip point, η = 0.0 and ζ = 0.0, which is 4.0, but
two of the vertical locations take-off inboard of the
transport wingtip. Those two vertical positions hap-
pen to correspond with the two decreasing rapidly
in the drag data (Figure 10), thus it is evident that
the reduction in induced drag is driving the bene-
fits in close formation flight. The beneficial vertical
positions are the wingtip-to-wingtip plane, ζ = 0.0
and the vertical plane slightly above the transport
wing at ζ = 0.17. The corresponding CD values
in Figure 10 travel very close to zero, and at zero
the L/D data would be infinite. This is caused by
the upwash of the trailing vortex from the trans-
port wing, and it would be tight and powerful close
to the transport wingtip, because dissipative forces
have had little time to affect the trailing wingtip
vortices. This should explain the large increase in
(L/D)/(L/D)solo. At the wingtip-to-wingtip plane,
η = 0.0, an ≈ 700% increase from solo flight for the
F-84 is seen. And, up to a 1100% increase is seen
at the vertical position slightly above the transport
wing, ζ = 0.17 and η = −0.34. Though close for-
mation shows a large benefit aerodynamically to the
system, the proximity of the F-84 to the transport
wing may be too close for the F-84 to control his
position.

Configuration Five:Towed Formation CAT Flight

Figures 13 through 16 show the same type of
wind tunnel data previously discussed, but now for
the towed formation or Configuration Five, which is
shown in Figure 4. The F-84 has been moved down-
stream three chordlengths of the transport wing or
five of the F-84 (ξ = 10.0). It was set up for a slightly
different purpose (towed or tethered flight), thus the
focal point was with the F-84 nose aligned transport
wingtip. This spanwise position, η = −2.13, is high-
lighted with a bold vertical line located about mid-
way on all the plots for this configuration. Also high-
lighted is the same wingtip-docked plane, η = 0.0, to
the far right of the data. Another note on this towed
configuration data is that only data for one vertical
position was acquired, that is in the wingtip-docked
plane, ζ = 0.0.

In Figure 13, the lift data for the F-84 in towed
formation is presented versus spanwise location, η.
The data point to the far right of the plot, η = −0.43
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Figure 13: CL vs. η, Spanwise Distance for Config-
uration Five

and CL ≈ 0.77, is closest for comparison to η =
−0.34, the far left point in Figure 9, with a CL value
of approximately 0.64. From that far right point in
Figure 13 as the F-84 moves further inboard of the
transport wingtip, the lift data decreases smoothly
and appears to be coming to a plateau, where the
F-84 would be fully enveloped by the downwash of
the transport wing. The lift is actually negative at
the minimum, CL ≈ −0.25.
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Figure 14: CD vs. η, Spanwise Distance for Config-
uration Five

In Figure 14, the drag data for the F-84 in a towed
configuration is presented for various spanwise lo-
cations. This data is more interesting than the lift
data. The far right data point in Figure 14 coincides
with the far left data point in Figure 10, with CD val-
ues of approximately 0.005. As the F-84 continues to
move inboard of the transport wingtip, the drag rises

and falls twice with a sharp dip just after the nose
of the F-84 passes the transport wingtip, η ≈ −2.25
and CD ≈ 0.004. It then appears to plateau at about
CD ≈ 0.01 for awhile, and then data rises to a max-
imum of CD ≈ 0.015 at η = −3.8. The drag data
recorded for Configuration One in Figure 6 is still
the largest at almost double the maximum recorded
here.
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Figure 15: Cl vs. η, Spanwise Distance for Configu-
ration Five

The rolling moment data for the F-84 in towed
formation is presented in Figure 15. The rolling mo-
ment behavior is similar to the lift data in Figure 13;
it is highest to the far right at Cl ≈ 0.045 and low-
est passing through the wingtip-to-wingtip plane at
Cl = 0.0. If the F-84 passes spanwise from the bene-
ficial upwash region to the non-beneficial downwash
region of the transport wing trailing vortex, then
it should be quite logical that the rolling moment
would change direction. The velocity component
shifts from upwash pushing on the inboard wing of
the F-84 model to the outboard wing. Ultimately, in
the more uniform downwash region the F-84 model
should be trimmed and rolling moment should ap-
proximately equal zero. The rolling moment data
appears to define two plateaus, one at Cl ≈ 0.04
and the second at Cl ≈ −0.02. Also, the curious dip
in the drag data in Figure 14 is manifested here at
the same spanwise location, η = −2.25, as a peak
valued at Cl ≈ 0.008. Having a discontinuity in the
drag and roll data at the same point very close to the
fuselage leads to the hypothesis that this is simply
vortex-fuselage interaction with the circulatory mo-
tion being disrupted or transformed by the fuselage
cylindrical shape.

In Figure 16, the L/D data for the F-84 to the
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Figure 16: L/D vs. η, Spanwise Distance for Con-
figuration Five

solo F-84 L/D is presented versus the various span-
wise locations, η. The data seems to be driven by
the interesting drag data in Figure 14, with the drag
dips now manifested as L/D peaks at spanwise lo-
cations of η ≈ −1.25 and η ≈ −2.25. These ex-
cursions seem amplified in comparison to the drag
data. The maximum flight performance benefit of
(L/D)/(L/D)solo ≈ 8 is seen at the first peak,
η ≈ −1.25, and the second peak, η = −2.25, shows
(L/D)/(L/D)solo ≈ 5. The (L/D)/(L/D)solo is a
minimum at the far left data point, η = −3.8 at
approximately -1.0.

Computational Aerodynamic Analysis

The computational aerodynamic analysis for com-
pound aircraft transport flight presented here uti-
lizes the vortex lattice method (VLM) for an incom-
pressible and inviscid flow field about a finite wing.
The goal of this effort was to develop a complement
to the experimental data that would aid in under-
standing and interpreting the data, and also a simple
tool for detailing a hitchhiker location of maximum
aerodynamic benefit. All of the idiosyncracies seen
in the experiments discussed previously cannot be
accurately simulated because the VLM does not ac-
count for the real-life viscous effects present in the
wind tunnel.

VLM yields consistently good results compared to
empirical data for lift, but the classical near field in-
duced drag calculation drag is somewhat lower than
the minimum induced drag, for the case of an el-
liptic lift distribution, CDi

C2
L

< 1
πAR . The error for

this method presented in Kalman7 is small, between

2-3%. The error would increase with wing sweep,
Λ. Tulinius8 proved that for the induced drag in-
tegrated from the bound vortex to be equal to the
induced drag computed in the Trefftz plane; the pan-
elling must be parallel and perpendicular to the free
stream (i.e. unswept). Many have adopted an in-
duced drag correcting scale factor based on the en-
ergy in the Trefftz plane. Kalman et al7 define the
ratio, CDiw

CDiV
, where CDiw is the wake drag integral

given in Equation 1 which sums the chordwise com-
ponents of the normal force vector, and CDiV

is cal-
culated by the downwash from VLM,

CDi
=

1
2S

∫ s

−s

clcαidy. (1)

αi does not vary with lift on an unswept wing in
the same way it varies on a swept wing. Therefore
Equation 1 is most easily evaluated in the Trefftz
plane. This correcting scale factor method is com-
monly used for calculating the induced drag from
the bound vortex, but it is not reliable near the tip,
especially for variable leading edge angle planforms.
Calculating the induced drag in the Trefftz plane is
the usual method. Unfortunately for this work, we
must separate the drag between components which
cannot be done in the Trefftz plane. Fortunately,
changes in the induced drag on a hitchhiker in for-
mation flight are much greater than any error doc-
umented by sweeping panels, therefore the original
method for calculating induced drag based on the
downwash at the bound vortex is used here to de-
termine trends in formation flight as observed in the
wind tunnel.

Full simulation of the aerodynamic problems of in-
terest here would require treatment of the viscous ef-
fects which surely become important as the wings of
the mothership and hitchhiker come close together,
and the wake deformation and vortex core become
important. This would necessitate using a three-
dimensional, Navier-Stokes code and elaborate grid-
ding techniques. Such an effort was deemed outside
the scope of this work.

Compound Aircraft Transport Vortex Lattice
Method

A simple baseline VLM code was extended to
treat CAT systems using the techniques described
in Bertin and Smith’s Aerodynamics for Engineers5.
The code required the axial location (x-direction) of
the leading and trailing edge root and tip as well as
the spanwise location (y-direction) of the root and
tip for the wing planform. This coordinate system
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was referenced with respect to a plane of symmetry
originating at the leading edge centerline. Also input
are the number of spanwise (NSPAN) and chordwise
(NCHRD) divisions to create a lattice structure of
N (NSPAN by NCHRD) trapezoidal panels.

With this basic information, one-dimensional ar-
rays are created for the x, y, and z locations of the
panels, horseshoe vortices, and control points in the
plane of symmetry. The arrays are then sent to a
subroutine, VHORSE, twice to calculate the appro-
priate influence coefficient matrix, ~Cm,n from Equa-
tion 1, based on the Biot-Savart Law. VHORSE
is called once with the given coordinates and then
again with the mirrored coordinates (Y = −Y ) to
incorporate the total influence at each control point
from the 2N panels. Then, applying the flow tan-
gency boundary condition at the panel 3c

4 or control
point the circulation for each panel is solved through
the Gaussian Elimination. The known circulations
are summed and the Kutta-Joukowski theorem ap-
plied to determine the sectional and total lift and
pitching moment coefficient slopes. The output con-
sists of the wing planform and panel geometry, as
well as the circulation of each panel with the span-
wise lift distribution and the total coefficient slopes,
CLα and CMα per radian.

The modifications for the CAT model, here, began
with the geometric reconstruction of the VLM code
to accept multiple aircraft, which were represented
as planar, flat, surfaces without camber. The system
origin remained the same at the mothership leading
edge centerline. Each additional aircraft or hitch-
hiker was input based on its individual origin at the
hitchhiker leading edge centerline. Geometric sym-
metry is a requirement of each aircraft. The location
of the hitchhiker is then referenced to the mother-
ship by inputting the coordinates of the hitchhiker
origin with respect to the mothership origin in terms
of her coordinate system. The layout for the original
VLM and the VLM modified for CAT flight is given
in Figure 17.

The accuracy of the method and code was first
proven by moving two identical aircraft far apart
with the code yielding the same results, for an
unswept wing of aspect ratio 4.0 and the well-known
Warren 12 planform for a swept wing.

The wind tunnel data analyzed aerodynamic
trends in CAT flight through lift-to-drag ratio, but
the original VLM code only calculates lift and not
drag. So, the technique described in the previous
section for calculating induced drag was applied.
The code determines the circulation for each panel
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Figure 17: Coordinate System for (a) the Original
VLM and (b) the VLM Modified for CAT Flight

in the CAT system, but induced drag requires the
downwash, wm,n, of each panel as well. By changing
the influence coefficient matrix using the known cir-
culations to solve for panel downwash, the induced
drag can be calculated by the rearranged Kutta-
Joukowski theorem. So the subroutine, VHORSE,
was called twice more (4 times total) with the mod-
ification for r in the Biot-Savart Law. This changed
only the axial location sent to the subroutine mak-
ing it the center of the bound finite horseshoe vor-
tex segment, the panel quarter chord. The down-
wash for each panel was determined based on the
velocity induced by all other system horseshoe vor-
tices. These values can be integrated over the wing
to yield sectional and total induced drag coefficients.
Note, the total induced drag slope would have units
of CDiα2 per radian squared; recall CDi

∝ C2
L. The

proof of accuracy for induced drag has much less
data available for comparison. The Kalman et. al.
paper7 documented a CDi

C2
L

= 0.155375 value for an
unswept wing with an aspect ratio of 2.0 and VLM
CAT yielded CDi

C2
L

= 0.15537; this is very good agree-
ment. To test for swept wings the comparison relied
on the fact that two aircraft (mothership and hitch-
hiker) of the same geometry far apart should have
the same induced drag values.
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VLM CAT Compared to Wind Tunnel Data

To make a reasonable comparison between the
VLM CAT results and the wind tunnel data, a
proper lift-to-drag ratio needed to be determined for
the VLM CAT results. The VLM supplies a CLα and
a CDiα2 . First, an estimate for parasite drag, CDo

was calculated following two different methods; total
drag is CD = CDo

+CDi
plus drag due to compress-

ibility effects or wave drag which would be negligible
at the speeds considered here. Method One followed
the techniques presented in Shevell’s Fundamentals
of Flight10. This requires the summation of CDo

for each aircraft component based on wetted area,
Swet, skin friction as a function of Reynolds Num-
ber, and pressure effects due to thickness. It can be
reasonably assumed that the wing is the major lift-
producing component on an aircraft, thus an L/D
ratio from the VLM CAT should compare more fa-
vorably to the wind tunnel data by simply adding
the parasite drag due to the majority of the F-84,
the fuselage and wing.

Method Two assumed a point of maximum perfor-
mance for the hitchhiker at CL = 0.48 (the CLsolo

in the wind tunnel), which is theoretically when
CDo = CDi . Parasite drag is typically considered in-
variant with a constant-Reynolds number flow field,
so CDo

of the F-84 was chosen to equal CDi
of the

F-84 when far from the transport wing, CDo
≈ 0.01.

Next, since the coefficients are output from VLM
as slopes with respect to an angle of attack, α, so
α from the wind tunnel tests need to be specified.
Recall earlier comments about the difficulty in mea-
suring accurately the angle of attack; a reference
solo CL was chosen in lieu of an α. So, the reference
solo hitchhiker CLsolo

= 0.48 was applied to the
VLM output CLα to determine a corresponding
flight α,

CLα =
dCL

dα
=⇒ α =

CLsolo

CLα

.

One more value must be defined before the VLM
CAT and wind tunnel data can be compared. The
wind tunnel data defined a lift-to-drag ratio based on
the solo values of the hitchhiker, (L/D)/(L/D)solo.
The value in the wind tunnel data was (L/D)solo =
18. But, this value is not the same for VLM CAT,
since only the wing geometries were implemented
and the total viscous drag effects were not accurately
simulated, the value for VLM CAT is (L/D)solo =
15.7.

The number of chordwise and spanwise panels for
the mothership and the hitchhiker in VLM CAT

were determined mainly through a simple grid re-
finement study comparing the lift curve slope, CLα ,
between the original VLM and VLM CAT with the
aircraft far apart. The resulting spanwise by chord-
wise (NSPAN X NCHRD) panelling selected was 20
X 5 for the mothership and 25 X 5 for the hitch-
hiker based on symmetry of the individual aircraft4.
These values were chosen from the grid refinement
study and computational time, with an error ≤ 3.0%
being considered adequate. A diagrammatic view of
the panelling applied to the mothership and hitch-
hiker planforms used here is in Figure 18.

Mothership

Hitchhiker

CL

Trailing Vortices

Bound Vortices

C.P. X

Figure 18: VLM CAT Panelling Presented in Con-
figuration Five: Towed Formation (Axisymmetric)

The VLM CAT results demonstrate similar trends
in aerodynamic benefits as for CAT flight in the
wind tunnel. VLM CAT was modelled for the three
distinct formations: wingtip-docked flight, close-
formation flight, and towed-formation flight, studied
in the wind tunnel. To clearly show the compari-
son between the wind tunnel data and VLM CAT
results, only one vertical location, ζ, is presented
for each configuration. Configuration One is at the
wingtip-to-wingtip location and the subsequent lo-
cations progress the hitchhiker further downstream
from the mothership. VLM CAT results, are distin-
guished from experimental data by dashed or solid
lines connecting the points.

Configuration One:Wingtip-Docked CAT Flight

The VLM CAT results are plotted in the same
method as the experimental wind tunnel data. The
CL, CD, and L/D data output from VLM CAT are
plotted versus the spanwise or gap separation, η, be-
tween the wingtip of the F-84 and the wingtip of the
transport wing in Figures 19 through 21. The sym-
bols on the connecting lines correspond to the same
various vertical locations for the F-84 wing above
and below the transport wing as the wind tunnel
data. Also, like the wind tunnel data the trans-
port wing, is fixed and the F-84 is moved relative
to her. The L/D ratio data in Figure 21 for dif-
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Figure 19: Configuration One: Wingtip-Docked For-
mation, ξ = 0.0, VLM CAT Compared to Experi-
mental Data; CL vs. η, Spanwise Distance
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Figure 20: Configuration One: Wingtip-Docked For-
mation, ξ = 0.0, VLM CAT Compared to Experi-
mental Data; CD vs. η, Spanwise Distance

fering parasite drag calculations are distinguished
with a dashed line for CDo = 0.01 and solid line
for CDo

= 0.018.
The VLM CAT lift data compared to the wind

tunnel lift data, in Figure 19, with the mothership
wingtip and hitchhiker wingtip in-plane, ζ = 0.0,
shows generally good agreement. In Figure 20,
the VLM CAT induced drag is plotted with the
wind tunnel total measured drag, and the offset is
about 0.01. Referring to Figure 21, the offset in
(L/D)/(L/D)solo data between induced and total
drag must be closest to the value calculated with a
parasite drag based on the planform of the F-84 wing
and fuselage, i.e. CDo

= 0.018. Recall that the drag
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Figure 21: Configuration One: Wingtip-Docked For-
mation, ξ = 0.0, VLM CAT Compared to Experi-
mental Data; L/D vs. η, Spanwise Distance

for the configuration in Figure 6 was quite invariant.
One can thus conclude that the aerodynamic benefit
is driven by the inviscid force, lift. VLM can predict
forces in an inviscid flow field very well.

The maximum aerodynamic benefits for this con-
figuration are at the wingtip-to-wingtip location,
η = 0.0. The performance increase is 60–80% for
the VLM CAT results with the smaller parasite drag
value and within the same range predicted by the
wind tunnel data, 20 – 40%, with larger value of
parasite drag. Though only one vertical location is
presented for clarity, the VLM CAT results coincide
for all points outboard of the wingtip-to-wingtip lo-
cation, η = 0.0. So, an important differing point is
that the wind tunnel data shows an overall increase
in aerodynamic benefit for a vertical position slightly
below the transport wing, but VLM CAT does not
predict this.

Configuration Two: Close Formation CAT
Flight

In Figures 22 through 24, the VLM CAT re-
sults and wind tunnel data for CL, CD, and
(L/D)/(L/D)solo in Configuration Two, close for-
mation, is plotted versus the spanwise or gap separa-
tion, η. The data is presented for a vertical location
of the F-84 further above at ζ = 0.34. This change in
ζ is because Figure 25 is depicting a different range
of (L/D)/(L/D)solo than Figure 24.

The VLM CAT results for the outboard locations
of the hitchhiker wingtip, η > 0.0, support the wind
tunnel data trends well. Inboard of the transport
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Flight, ξ = 3.0 VLM CAT Compared to Experimen-
tal Data; CL vs. η, Spanwise Distance
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Figure 23: Configuration Two: Close Formation
Flight, ξ = 3.0 VLM CAT Compared to Experimen-
tal Data; CD vs. η, Spanwise Distance

wingtip, η < 0.0, the VLM CAT lift results in Fig-
ure 22 diverge from the test data, but do, in general,
support the overall increasing trend of the wind tun-
nel data. Figure 23 plots the wind tunnel data and
the VLM CAT results in drag for a vertical position
of ζ = 0.17. Only the induced drag, which is di-
rectly from the VLM CAT calculations is presented
for comparison, and it follows the trend of the wind
tunnel data. For an F-84 position inboard of the
transport wingtip, η < 0.0, the induced drag coin-
cides closely with the wind tunnel data for a small
range between η ≈ −0.1 and η ≈ −0.25. For η
smaller than -0.25 the VLM CAT induced drag over-
predicts the data and for η larger than 0.0 the VLM
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Figure 24: Configuration Two: Close Formation
Flight, ξ = 3.0 and ζ = 0.17, VLM CAT Compared
to Experimental Data; L/D vs. η, Spanwise Dis-
tance: Large L/D Scale
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Figure 25: Configuration Two: Close Formation
Flight, ξ = 3.0 and ζ = 0.34, VLM CAT Compared
to Experimental Data; L/D vs. η, Spanwise Dis-
tance: Small L/D Scale

CAT data underpredicts the data.
The lift behavior is revisited in Figure 24 when

the (L/D)/(L/D)solo VLM CAT results inboard of
the transport wingtip, η = 0.0, clearly do not pick
up the large benefits in performance seen in the
data. The wind tunnel data measured benefits up to
1100%, while the VLM CAT results only yield ben-
efits about 100–300%. Figure 10 of the wind tunnel
drag data shows a large reduction in drag for hitch-
hiker wingtip locations inboard of the mothership
wingtip, while the lift data in Figure 9 is very simi-
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lar to that in Figure 5. This being the case, it is clear
that reduction in drag must be the driver in increas-
ing the aerodynamic benefits, and since VLM cannot
accurately predict benefits caused by viscous effects,
then the results in Figure 24 are expected. The VLM
CAT results like the wind tunnel results show a sig-
nificant increase in flight performance benefit from
close formation flight compared to wingtip-docked.
VLM CAT shows a rise in aerodynamic benefit from
20 – 40% to ∼ 100−300% benefit. In Figure 24, the
VLM CAT results with the smaller parasite drag
(CDo ≈ CDi,solo

) are more comparable to the wind
tunnel data. Figures 24 and 25 highlight different
ranges of wind tunnel (L/D)/(L/D)solo data. The
VLM CAT results do not pick up the benefits in
the larger range (0.0 ≤ (L/D)/(L/D)solo ≤ 14.0)
in Figure 24, but do in the smaller range (0.0 ≤
(L/D)/(L/D)solo ≤ 6.0) in Figure 25.

Configuration Five: Towed Formation CAT
Flight
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Figure 26: Configuration Five: Towed Formation
Flight, ξ = 10.0, VLM CAT Compared to Experi-
mental Data; CL vs. η, Spanwise Distance

In VLM, trailing vortices cannot intersect a con-
trol point, and the fineness of the grid necessary in
CAT made it difficult for the trailing horseshoe vor-
tices of the mothership not to intersect the control
points of hitchhiker when the hitchhiker is inboard
of the mothership wingtip. Thus, the simple expe-
dient used here was to separate the mothership and
hitchhiker vertically, slightly.

The VLM CAT results for lift are presented in
Figure 26 and like the previous VLM CAT lift data
in Configuration Two, the inboard locations of the
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Figure 27: Configuration Five: Towed Formation
Flight, ξ = 10.0, VLM CAT Compared to Experi-
mental Data; CD vs. η, Spanwise Distance

F-84, η < 0.0, the VLM CAT data diverges from
the wind tunnel data. But again, the overall trend
is duplicated, the lift decreases on the F-84 as it is
moved into a downwash region inboard of the trans-
port wingtip. Oddly, the VLM CAT induced drag
data presented in Figure 27 with the wind tunnel to-
tal drag, is nearly identical. The (L/D)/(L/D)solo
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Figure 28: Configuration Five: Towed Formation
Flight, ξ = 10.0, VLM CAT Compared to Experi-
mental Data; L/D vs. η, Spanwise Distance

at the far right of Figure 28 is the highest. Us-
ing CDo

= 0.018, (L/D)/(L/D)solo ≈ 2.3 and then
falls smoothly as the hitchhiker wingtip moves in-
board of the mothership wingtip to a minimum at
(L/D)/(L/D)solo ≈ 0.5. The wind tunnel data rises
above and below the maximum and minimum values
from VLM CAT. It is important to mention, VLM
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CAT cannot model the fuselage of the F-84, there-
fore if the spikes in wind tunnel results are due to
fuselage-vortex interaction, then VLM CAT would
not predict these effects.

Summary and Conclusions

The wind tunnels experiments showed that the
close formation, Configuration Two, yielded the
greatest (∼ 1100%) aerodynamic benefit through
large reductions in drag. The wingtip-docked config-
uration showed aerodynamic benefits (20-40%) when
the F-84 and transport wing were tip-to-tip based on
the lift force. The towed formation showed aerody-
namic benefits (∼ 800%) driven by drag almost as
large as the close formation. However, this is not
the whole story; other factors must be considered to
conclude what is the best location for a hitchhiker
with respect to the mothership. As mentioned pre-
viously, the issue of hitchhiker control is a factor in
feasibility; that is why the roll data is presented as
well. The large magnitude of the velocities close to a
wingtip trailing vortex could render a smaller hitch-
hiker uncontrollable, particulary in roll due to the
circulatory nature of a vortex.

Similar data was plotted for the transport wing for
lift, drag, lift-to-drag ratio, but due to the large size
of the transport wing compared to the F-84 model,
there was relatively little change in the forces and
moments on the transport wing as the F-84 model
was moved. This is emphasized by the flow visualiza-
tion, which saw an unaffected trailing wingtip vortex
from the transport wing when the F-84 model was
moved in close to her wingtip. The transport wing
did see benefits and not losses in aerodynamic per-
formance, 20 – 80 %, but this is small compared to
the corresponding performance increases in the F-84
(400 – 1100 %). All of the transport wing data is in
Magill4.

The VLM CAT results model the general trends of
the wind tunnel data well. The aerodynamic bene-
fits in the wind tunnel experiments that derived from
viscous force or drag reduction are not predicted as
well as the inviscid aerodynamic benefits. The VLM
CAT results in Figures 19 and 21 are almost identical
to the wind tunnel data, which showed only strong
variation in lift and not in drag. It is clear that the
correct choice or method in calculating parasite drag
could be an important factor in determining the cor-
rect total drag for VLM CAT and wind tunnel com-
parison. Parasite drag is complicated to calculate
and is usually estimated by subtracting induced drag
and wave drag (which can be reasonably calculated)

from the measured total drag. Other issues associ-
ated with the complex flow field of wingtip-docked
and formation flight could negate the assumption
of invariant parasite drag. For instance, the flow
field in the small gap when the two aircraft are close
together might cause boundary layer separation or
thickening, both varying the values of skin friction
from that based on free-stream conditions6. Another
assumption in this VLM is that of a flat wake, all lift
is produced on the quarter chord of each panel. Flow
fields of this nature with aircraft flying close behind
one another would likely have substantial deforma-
tion in their wakes, and incorporating the wake de-
formation with respect to the freestream would un-
doubtedly yield results more comparable to the wind
tunnel data.

At some locations in the drag data, the VLM CAT
induced drag was greater than the total wind tunnel
drag and at other locations, the VLM CAT induced
drag was greater than the total wind tunnel drag.
So VLM CAT is sometimes overpredicting and other
times underpredicting induced drag. Viscosity can-
not be modelled in VLM by its formulation, only
a full three-dimensional Navier-Stokes code could
describe all the viscous effects. But, regardless of
the uncertainty in calculating total drag and asso-
ciated assumptions, the VLM CAT program does
supply valuable knowledge and insight in quickly de-
termining the aerodynamic benefits for CAT flight
in terms of position of the hitchhiker with respect to
the mothership and in terms of different geometries
or planforms.

In conclusion the most aerodynamically beneficial
location for a hitchhiker with respect to a mother-
ship is aft, off-center (below), and slightly inboard
of the mothership based on the wind tunnel testing.
This is congruent with the flight test data of the Au-
tonomous Flight Formation Project which shows a
region of maximum upwash, thus maximum bene-
fit, inboard and beneath the lead aircraft’s trailing
wingtip vortex11.
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